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Abstract—Local Web search has become a major and popular means of gathering information with a geographic relation. Local search not only relies on powerful algorithms from Geographic Information Retrieval and other fields, but also on the broad availability of location-referenced data on the Web and in other sources. While available commercial systems work satisfactorily in well-developed countries, other regions of the world pose challenges in all areas of geospatial search. This article examines the potential for local search for the country of Honduras. The challenges, among others, are the very sparse Web coverage, few reliable commercial or public databases, challenging informal address schemes, uncertain and only coarse location data as well as privacy and security issues. This article aims to discuss these challenges and provide solutions within ongoing work towards the development of a geospatial search engine for Honduras.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the immense growth of the World Wide Web, search engines have developed alongside to index its vast amount of documents and make it accessible to users. In the same way, more and more location-based information is put online. To make sense of it and make it accessible to search, many research efforts have been undertaken [1], [2], [3], [4] and commercial services such as Google Maps, Google Earth, Yahoo! Maps are building location-based search applications and creating indexes of geospatial information [5]. The geospatial properties of this information allow searches different from common Web search. Instead of searching with keywords and getting back a list of matching documents, location-based search allows searching by placing results on a map, searching for distances or regions, and retrieving more rich and structured information about the georeferenced entities. In this sense, local search takes a sole document search over to an entity search in the sense that it not only models georeferenced documents, but the actual georeferenced entities described in the documents [1].

To implement such a system, instead of general purpose Web search engines, the concept of vertical or specialized search engines is employed. Vertical search engines aim to unlock information for specific tasks or for domain- or topic-specific search [6]. In vertical search, specific restrictions are combined with topic-specific processing, indexing and search. This allows to take specific characteristics and potential metadata into account and build tailored search interfaces and applications. Local search is thus a vertical search as it concerns a special non-keyword characteristic of data, requires special processing and indexing structures and allows interactions beyond the pure keyword paradigm.

Geospatial search has a huge potential because location is a very powerful organizing principle in people’s lives due to its strong correlation to the real world. However, most research and development efforts go towards developed countries, primarily the US and Europe in correspondence with the home of search companies and perceived high-impact economies. The Honduras search engine market it is currently dominated by US commercial search engines without any discernible independent players. Some smaller directories are either outdated and unmaintained or currently being set up so that no sufficient coverage is reached. Yet, Web search in itself is rather universal and thus, general search engines can easily also gather information about smaller countries, which they in fact do and thus are often sufficiently useful. The example of google.hn provides a localized service that prefers pages dealing with Honduras, but still accesses all other pages in the index. Obviously this already uses some method for georeferencing of documents at a coarse granularity, apparently mostly based on domain names, language, and keywords.

The situation becomes fiercer when looking at local search for Honduras. The big search engines provide map data, sometimes at very good quality and also provide some map-based local search. However, compared to other regions of the world, there is very little information available and its depth is very low, often offering nothing more than a name and a rough location. Instead of waiting for other players to take up the market, the current situation offers a unique potential to build a Honduran geospatial search engine. While the Web coverage is still low and the address scheme makes exact location extremely difficult, Web usage is rising, potential data sources exist, and people begin using location-based services which creates sufficient demand and support.

The remainder of this paper will explore the individual challenges posed by the situation in Honduras and offer potential solutions within a research and development project. The research concerns the investigation into the use of location information to build up a geospatial search engine with a possible mobile usage with a large mobile network provider. This work details the initial stages of the project, potential
data sources, the approach and proposed architecture and the future steps and developments.

II. CHALLENGES

A. Requirements for location-based search and mobility

The first step in creating a new geospatial search engine is to get an overview of what applications and services may be interesting and relevant. Specific undertakings range from market analysis, viability analysis, and data source investigations over requirements engineering to data analysis and user studies, regarding search and/or mobile applications. These can provide initial insight into the needs and gaps in the currently available systems and would also provide requirements for subsequent steps. A user study and survey is being prepared to gain insight into people’s use of location data and how they search and find out about local information, what the preferred modes and sources of information search are and how this can be incorporated into the final search engine. The survey will deal with both discovery search and recovery search aspects as well as technological ability, equipment, and knowledge. As a preliminary result, it can be said that the preferred information seeking mode remains word-of-mouth or existing knowledge about locations, together with a knowledgeable social circle. Search engines are used, but less so for local information.

B. Developing a geographical search engine for Honduras

As discussed before, the need for a focused Honduras local search exists, but cannot be well met by any existing services. Therefore, a geospatial search engine with a country-level scope for Honduras will have to be developed. Due to the data source situation, it has to follow a hybrid approach of both Web search with georeferencing of documents and additionally database access and merging for specific data sources. This is explored in more detail in Section IV. This system is by far the largest challenge to face, but the following ones are also dependent on this and need to be solved as they discuss prerequisites.

C. Analysis of Honduras local data sources and the Honduran Web graph

The first steps of market analysis have been finished without significant findings as discussed above. Since no search engine market was found, the examination moved over to a survey of potential data sources for a geospatial search. As a search engine should primarily be an automatic retrieval system and only secondly, if ever, be supported by user-contributed content, the identification and analysis of useable data sources is of the utmost importance. A huge number of sources have been identified that may provide data and be a target for entity retrieval apart from a general Web search engine. This is detailed in Section III. For the development of local search based on the Web itself, Web graph and link structure analysis can provide interesting insights into the available data of the Honduran Web, inform a ranking method and help to gather information more efficiently.

D. Exploiting coarse location data

A very challenging characteristic of Honduran location references is that exact locations in the form of addresses with house numbers in a formal, high-granularity addressing scheme are usually not given. This seriously impedes a high-granularity approach that would try to map information to individual buildings [7], [8], [9].

There are some areas or smaller cities where a rectangular street grid exists, which usually also allows for a better addressing scheme. However, in most regions, location references are given by city name, city district and sometimes the street name. Various other forms of descriptions have evolved that allow finding a certain building. Often these are given additional directional information such as nearby landmarks or well-known buildings. Sometimes a description is accompanied by a sketched map, a so-called croquis to help with orientation. The usually encountered low-granularity location references – in common Web pages as well as in databases – pose a particular problem to geoparsing, the extraction of location references from general text [10]. Yet, geoparsing is a widely examined issue in geographic information retrieval and has been extensively researched. Therefore, performing region-based geoparsing would be possible. To improve on this result, Section IV will explore possibilities to still reach a sufficiently high granularity even of location references of only coarse addresses.

E. Granularity issues in mobile applications

The aforementioned issue of lacking exact location data not only proves difficult for the extraction of information, but also for its use. User’s location data is used in many applications as an initial and most important hint for the retrieval system. If information is then displayed on a map, the location is sufficiently marked. But without a map interface, such as giving a description of a place, the lack of an exact address proves difficult. If an original navigational description was available, it can be given as part of the results. But in other cases, a description might have to be generated based on nearby buildings, major streets etc., once these are available [11]; similar to a landmark navigation [12], [13].

F. Privacy and security in geolocalization

Common privacy issues are that revealing one’s location or also aggregate locations could allow attackers to infer one’s home, route, or favourite locations. On the other hand, using location services for applications such as having an overview of the locations of close friends or colleagues has many benefits. However, besides the privacy implications, Hondurans need to consider actual security concerns. Due to a high level of targeted criminality, many people prefer to keep their personal information, especially their location, very private. Yet, many entries in location-sharing services in Honduras explicitly concern people’s own houses (“Mi casa”, “My house”). In these cases, the functionality seems to override security concerns. Still, the services being developed will
have to take care to implement techniques and processes that consider the requirements for security and location-privacy.

III. POTENTIAL DATA SOURCES

A survey of available data sources for Honduras was done to achieve an initial birds-eye-view of existing data as discussed in Section II-C. The survey was started by known data sources for other countries or global sources or search engines. Expanding from these by general Web search and specialized search engines, more sources were uncovered. This lead to a large amount of potential data sources. The following considers specialized data sources and the Deep Web [14], [15] and subsequently discusses the general Web.

A. Directories and geospatial databases

For structured entity information a number of sources were identified. A classification of the sources was performed and following, an initial probing was performed into information depth, information density and other properties. A short overview of the information amount is given in Fig. 1 in a logarithmic scale. The amount of entities was estimated by querying for locations or the keyword for Honduras, where applicable. In some cases, the straightforward approach does not work and there have not yet been built any implementations of connectors for the data source, which explains some empty bars. The sources are extremely heterogeneous. While some show very detailed information, others only show a name and partial addresses. This influences the uses for the data that can range from actual data points to just supporting information or to a discarding of the data in some cases. Various mapping services exist, that not only can provide good satellite imagery, but also road networks.

Apart from actual entity information from, e.g., OpenStreetMap, Maps, travel sites etc., there is some gazetteer information that will be used to ground locations in the proposed search engine. The most comprehensive was found to be geonames, with others having only a fraction of its coverage. However, one interesting finding is that geonames has the highest amount of locations. This means that all other services have much less coverage than simply all place names in Honduras. When removing rivers, mountains etc. and only retaining populated places’ names, geonames ranks still higher than most sources which indicates that these do not even have one entity per city or town, leaving much work to be done.

This is ongoing work into learning more about the data sources and extracting structured entity data.

B. Expected estimates for Web coverage

A geospatial search should not only take in data from other directories, but actually retrieve Web pages dealing with the location by finding these geo-relevant unstructured documents and analyzing them. For this, a first step is to assess where and how pages dealing with Honduras locations can be found. Therefore, the number of potential domains with Web information pertaining to Honduras is being estimated.

The first step was to examine the Honduras IP space and Honduran domain names. Data from an IP block database\(^1\) shows a number of about 129,000 IPs in the blocks assigned to Honduras. This number only counts address blocks, not assigned IP addresses or actual hosts, so the actual host number is much smaller. The regional Network Coordination Center LACNIC has assignment percentages for the overall address space handled\(^2\). For those blocks in which Honduras (through nic.hn) has a share, the average assignment rate lies about 90% and would thus come at about 116,000 hosts. Note that not all of these IP addresses are actually assigned, and not all those assigned are active, and not all those active run a Web server. Thus the expected number of actual Web servers is much lower.

More detailed data on domain names comes from the national domain name registrar\(^3\). For data protection reasons, the DNS system that provides domain names does not allow to search for them by IP; reverse DND is not always reliable. It also does not give out all domain names that it would have available. This is not specific to Honduras, but to all countries. However, some statistics are available about the assigned domain names. Honduras uses a system of structured second-level namespaces, but it is not mandatory and direct use of a top-level domain name is possible, too. Table 2 shows that there are about 5780 domain names registered in

\(^1\)http://www.countryipblocks.net/country-blocks/select-formats/
\(^2\)http://www.lacnic.net/en/registro/espacio-disponible-ipv4.html
\(^3\)http://nic.hn/english/index.html
Honduras. Apart from reverse DNS, it is possible to query each of these IP addresses to find out if there is a Web server running on the default port. However, in many cases, the servers use a virtual host technology to run multiple hosts on one server. In this case, the domain name has to be provided, otherwise no information is available. For example, the IP address of Unitec (200.107.212.133) provides multiple domains, not only for unitec.edu, but also for www.unitec.edu, www.ceutec.unitec.edu etc. Also, a domain with a .hn ccTLD may be registered in Honduras, but physically hosted somewhere else and thus not have a Honduran IP address. This is a general problem in trying to assess content location by infrastructure hints, which furthermore can be rather imprecise [16], [17].

A related problem, and potentially the largest one, is that much information about honduras is hosted on pages outside a .hn ccTLD. For example, unitec.edu has a US education gTLD. However, it is physically hosted in Honduras. In this case, only a content analysis of the Web pages could provide the hint that this institution is actually in Honduras and should be included in a search. A further problem with using only Honduran Web pages would be that many international pages would be left out even if they often have rather good coverage, especially of tourist destinations and hotels, or general pages dealing with the area. Additionally, much information, especially of a tourism nature, is more comprehensively available in English than in Spanish. While the official language is Spanish, English as a recognized regional language is spoken on the Bay Islands in the Caribbean, a major tourist destination. This is normally not a problem, but in the case of Honduras, these often contain the only mentions of certain places.

A further source of initial seeds for a search engine is the DMOZ Open Directory. However, it has only little coverage for Honduras. Yet, it confirms the previous statements. In the English hierarchy, it contains 421 entries, with 10 from .hn (2.5%) and 411 others; for Spanish, there are only 96 entries, but 46 are from .hn (48%), only 50 from others. The English part contains mainly travel sites and general descriptions while the Spanish contains actual local pages. As a first rough estimate on the sites that are available, the Spanish DMOZ links are correlated with the 5780 domains available for .hn. This gives a number from a conservative 6200 to a probably heavily overestimated 225,000 domains, with its geometric mean below 40,000 domains. Finally, general search engines such as Google, Yahoo, or Bing can be used to retrieve individual pages, but these limit the amount of results they give, so that also only gives limited insight. A search for only unique domain names is not possible. Result estimates of 60 to 500 million pages are therefore an overestimation, but hint at the potential pages about the country. Overall, this means that there are quite a few issues that prevent a system from getting all domain names for Honduras. An educated guess would initially put the number of potential Web servers at about 40,000 to 100,000, a number well manageable by modern Web crawlers [18], [19]. The challenge lies rather in the discovery and selection of relevant domains and documents by an adapted crawling strategy [20].

The steps described up to this point are basically the same as for building a general Web search engine on a country level. A similar project has been described for Chile [21]. Therefore, the work done in the project might even be the basis for a general search engine for the Honduran Web if those pages dealing with Honduras are identified, without entity extraction and validation.

C. Coarse granularity location references

Additionally, examples of addresses and addressing schemes are being collected as they appear on the Web to gather training data for subsequent entity-oriented location extractors. A strong issue here is that the addressing system is very informal as already discussed in Section II-D. The format with a postal code described by the UPO is virtually unheard of [22]. Addresses may be rather incomplete and only mention the district or nearby landmarks, i.e., “Zona Jacaleapa, frente a Colonia Honduras, Tegucigalpa”, “final de Bulevar Morazán”, “3a Calle,Tegucigalpa Honduras”. This poses large issues to address recognition, toponym resolution, geoparsing, and grounding [23]. Overall, the granularity of location references is rather low and other methods have to be employed to extract and geocode location with high precision since previous methods [24] are of only limited applicability.

IV. Approach

The previous sections have shown that there are available data sources for Honduras on the Web. However, structured data sources are very sparse and Honduras Web pages are rather scattered, with many outside the .hn domains. This section describes the general approach and methodology towards a Honduran local search engine. The two main data sources will be the freely available Web pages as described before, the other the structured data sources. Additionally, future applications might also invite user-supplied data in a crowdsourcing approach. This might allow to create a more dynamic system that might be able to provide such data that is not yet available in other sources and may be used for corrections.

The general process of an information retrieval system is shown in Fig. 3. It describes how data sources are gathered...
and processed into a document index so that users can make queries to the search engine. The proposed local search solution is based on this, and employs a specific architecture described later in Fig. 4. The first part concerns a Web search engine to gather Web pages concerning the country. It will comprise components of crawling, indexing, and searching of Honduran Web pages and specific information extraction suited to the desired type of search, interesting search queries, and Honduran characteristics. As discussed above, Honduran Web pages are rather scattered. The requirement is that they all should be found, but without having to crawl large part of the rest of the Web. For this, the technique of focused crawling [20] will be employed. Since geographic aspects are not well catered for in purely textual search, adaptations are needed throughout the search engine, as discussed in the following.

The extraction of location references by a geoparser [23], [7] not only assesses keywords occurring in a document, but aims to assign semantics to location references. It is aided by a gazetteer, a geographic thesaurus of known place names and their relation, to help in identification and disambiguation of place names. The most comprehensive gazetteer was found to be geonames. Due to the issues of low granularity (Section III-C), the geoparser will not only aim at extracting textual location references, but also at exploiting non-address locations. To overcome the low granularity, pages often make use of coordinates, directions or navigation hints, croquis (self-drawn map sketches), or embedded maps. To some extent, these can be extracted automatically.

A pure web search engine would miss some of information that is hidden away in the mentioned specialized databases, the so-called Deep Web. While the content of these databases is available on the Web for a human user, it is difficult to retrieve by a common Web crawler. However, some of the sources are accessible to automatic approaches connectors to their APIs, others might be crawled by the Web crawler and treated as unstructured data or be analyzed by specific wrappers. Initial extraction implementations are already being developed for selected sources to be part of an overall location search architecture to be adapted to this purpose. Some specific search engines such as aggregators use a similar approach but additionally exploit specific structures on domains to retrieve associated metadata or pages as structured content [26]. By this, disambiguities in extraction are kept to a minimum and the data needs only to be normalized for use within the system.

Naturally, the Web crawler and the connectors will gather a lot of duplicate entity information. This mandates systems for reconciliation, merging, and fusion of entity data. As a potential correction method and an initial proposal towards a solution, a new intelligent data merging system is proposed. It will take in both types of data and thus, Web results might get validated and grounded by the structured data sources. The features on which to match include location, names, phone codes etc. The data fusion would allow a geospatial search of the Honduran Web by fusing these different data sources by mostly automated processes and gather much of the data that is available. Since a lot of entities will not be described the same way, there is a need for non-exact matching. Furthermore, the addressing system allows for varying location descriptions for one and the same place, which is another challenge in the development of the data merging. However, the location can also aid in merging named entities in various ways. By better understanding location references, even differently described places could be identified. In most cases, what the geocoder or the wrappers extract are actually only textual references, not yet exact coordinates that could be drawn onto a map. To make this step, a geocoder is used. There exist some geocoding services and the geonames gazetteer, but they again suffer from the low granularity issue, which will sometimes only place things at the level of a city district. The issue of inexact coordinates can further be improved by using coordinate-providing sources. In some cases, addresses are already described by embedded maps, which allow to extract exact coordinates. For other cases, other sources can be put to use not just as a data source, but also as a gazetteer and geocoder. An investigation into OpenStreetMap shows that there exists a lot of data for Tegucigalpa and Honduras. Especially the data that lies behind the map contains much more information, often only as a point with a name, but with a well-defined geographic coordinate. The idea then is to use OpenStreetMap and similar sources for grounding and geocoding purposes. For found names in other sources, a similarity measure can identify matches in the database and then the coordinates can be extracted to be used for the grounding of entities.

With the main components defined, the architecture of the proposed search engine is laid out in Fig. 4. Based on the IR process of Fig. 3, it takes the general structure of a Web search engine, specifically adapted to geospatial search [1]. The main conceptual difference is that the former graphics shows the process as seen from the user interaction, while the latter focuses on the technical aspects and the data preparation. For this project, it furthermore includes aggregator components for connecting to structured data sources of the Deep Web which are used to gather initial knowledge about the country. It features the main components of focused Web crawler, connectors, geoparser and named entity extraction, geocoder
and geospatial data fusion; an index and a search interface round of the architecture.

V. CONCLUSION

The first analysis has shown that there is sufficient data available to start building a Honduras geospatial search engine. Initial probings and implementations have been successful. The work that has been done will be continued towards better in-detail analysis of the data sources and their overlap. Extraction modules will be implemented that access the data sources directly. A Web search engine will be put up with an initial seed set of identified Honduran domains and the identification of domains outside the .hn namespace will be addressed. Further research will go into the geoparsing, especially of descriptions and directions. This can then also be used to give out location references to users for navigation. A data fusion method to combine data from the different sources will be developed. New methodology will be developed to combine text-and entity-based merging methods with geographic conflation techniques to reliable merge vaguely positioned geospatial entities. Furthermore, different interfaces towards this data will have to be developed. This will especially be influenced by the product ideas and research impulses given by the industry partner. The article does not deal yet with questions of limited or intermittent bandwidth [27] or limited availability of computers [28]. However, mobile low-bandwidth or SMS-only solutions [29] are considered as interfaces towards the search engine.

Overall, Honduras provides an ideal ground for generating a research prototype due to its numerous challenges that will require the combination of many different fields of search engine technology and geographic information retrieval. Furthermore, due to the small size of the country, even the research prototype will be able to cover a huge fraction of the Honduran Web, thus building up a comprehensive index. This will also facilitate an easy movement into a public service, thus improving the local search engine coverage.
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